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▪ We are honored to accept your offer to provide our professional services in the field of real estate evaluation to evaluate the Saudi REIT Fund, and the purpose of the

evaluation is to be included in the financial statements. Real estate appraisal menassat understand that this report will be used for the purpose of the agreed evaluation,

and accordingly we agree to use this report for this purpose, provided that this approval is subject to the terms and conditions of the agreement related to it.

▪ We at Menasat Company have assumed that the information provided to us by the customer is reliable, and that all aspects are material, accurate, and complete, and

MENASSAT has not carried out any independent verification or audit procedures regarding the validity or reliability of the information provided to us, and it does not

provide any statement or meaning about This information, therefore, real estate appraisal menassat does not provide any guarantee of any kind, either express or

implied, on the accuracy and completeness of the data received from the customer used in the evaluation.
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Risks and assumptions related to the fund

General RisksCompetitors 

The return on real estate investments is subject to many interrelated factors, including 
negative changes in local, regional or international economic conditions. The real estate 
market is exposed as a result of the current economic situation and the repercussions of 

the spread of the Corona virus and its negative impact on real estate, based on the report 
of the World Health Organization dated March 11, 2020 regarding The outbreak of the 
Corona virus and its consideration as a (global pandemic) negatively affected the global 
financial market directly and stopped movement between many countries. Accordingly, 
several sectors were affected. At this valuation date, previous sales or offers of similar 

properties are given less weight for comparison purposes. And based on the acceleration 
of the Corona virus developments. We are facing unexpected variables, and therefore the 
evaluation report was based on (non-predictability in the real estate market) due to future 

variables whose impact is not yet known on the real estate market, and we recommend 
keeping the property evaluation under frequent review.

E-commerce: Tenants of commercial shops in initial real estate assets depend mainly on 
traditional sales operations through existing sales outlets in commercial markets. These 

traditional businesses may be negatively affected by the significant increase in 
electronic stores that use the Internet as their platform, which was met with great 

demand from consumers and retail product sellers, as this may lead to a shrinking of the 
customer base of traditional shops and mall visitors, which could have a substantial 
negative impact. My parcel on the fund's business, financial condition and operating 

results.

Credit RiskNon-occupation Risk

These are the risks related to the possible failure of the contracting party or parties to 
fulfill their contractual obligations in accordance with the contracts or agreements 

between them.

These are the risks that result from not fully occupying (renting) the real estate, due to 
the period of economic correction, imposing fees on expatriate workers and fees for 

escorts, and some companies reducing the number of their branches and closing some 
of them, which resulted in a lot of vacant real estate that could be due to poor 

management and marketing of the real estate And the lack of diversity in rental spaces.
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Risks and assumptions related to the fund

assumptions related to the fund

In the Boulevard, it was assumed that the gym area was deducted from the flats of the first floor.

Renewal of the Rawdat Al-Jinan School contract after the mandatory period.

Continuation of the lease contract for the Almarefa University.

Not dividing Al-Sulay warehouses into small areas, and relying on large existing areas, assuming the validity of the current lease contract and its renewal.

The lease contract for Al-Yawm Tower was renewed for the third period, as it was in the contract on 1/7/2021, with a rental value of 26,778,997 riyals.

The possibility of dividing the Al-Fanar property deed in Al-Khobar for the residential part from the commercial one, with the continuation of the current lease contracts, and the commercial 
part includes the spaces of the old mall in addition to the space mentioned in the modification license and the addition license.

Validity of the exhibition contract for Aber Al-Yasmeen Hotel. The total built-up area of the exhibitions does not include electricity and hotel rental, with a value of no less than 2 million riyals.

The continuation of the lease contracts for the tenants of the residential units in the Marvilla complex after the completion of one contract for the main tenant in the event that the tenant will 
renew the property before handover.
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demand and supply

Retail sector in Riyadh:

In light of the delay in completing projects, the market witnessed the delivery of only about 6,000 square meters of retail outlets in Riyadh during the first quarter of this year,

bringing the total market stock of retail outlets in the capital, Riyadh to 2.3 million square meters, and during the same period, the total stock of The market of retail outlets in

Jeddah is 7.1 million square meters, after completing about 11,000 new square meters. Over the remaining nine months of the year, the market is set to witness the entry of

235,000 square meters of retail outlets in the capital, Riyadh. Compared to last year, rental prices in regional and major regional malls decreased by 5% in Riyadh, during the first

quarter of 2022.

In terms of vacancies, the rate of market-wide retail outlets in Riyadh fell to 19% as retailers benefited from lower rental prices, and developers are increasingly focusing on

providing unique experiences in food, beverage and entertainment to attract more interest due to the boom in experienced by these sectors. For example, Comscore, an

“internet account company that provides information marketing services and monitors user traffic on the Internet,” noted that revenues across Saudi Arabia increased by 95%

compared to 2021. Indeed, the Kingdom ranked first among West Asian countries last year as the largest market for cinemas in terms of total box office revenues ($238 million),

surpassing the United Arab Emirates. In addition to the above, His Excellency the Minister of Investment recently highlighted the government's efforts to attract investment in

new real estate projects, including projects in the retail and entertainment sectors.

Office sector in Riyadh:

The capital, Riyadh, did not witness the completion of any prominent projects during the first quarter of 2022, so that the total market stock of administrative spaces remains stable at

8.4 million square meters. It is expected that during the remainder of this year, the market will witness the entry of 40,000 square meters and 406,000 square meters of administrative

space in Jeddah and Riyadh, respectively. Across the Kingdom, in Riyadh, average rents across a basket of Class A and B office space buildings increased by 8% compared to last year,

exceeding 1,200 SAR per square meter. The market-wide vacancy rate in Riyadh decreased to 4% during the first quarter. from 2022 compared to last year.

Looking to the next stage, the administrative space sector in the Kingdom is expected to maintain the current state of activity, and the government aims to consolidate Riyadh's

position as a prominent commercial center, and it is likely that the regional headquarters initiative will continue to boost the demand for administrative spaces in the capital, Riyadh.
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The Kingdom’s support for the education process in its various stages was clearly reflected in the projects of general and higher education, technical education and vocational 

training in the Riyadh region, where education projects in all its sectors amounted to more than 1274 projects with a total value of more than 17 billion riyals.

These projects are implemented by: the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Higher Education, King Saud University, Imam Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University, King Faisal 

Foundation, and the General Organization for Technical Education and Vocational Training..

Hotel sector 

The total market stock in the capital, Riyadh, of hotel rooms and apartments remained constant at about 20,000 rooms and units during the first quarter of 2022, during which no 

new projects were delivered. During the remaining nine months of this year, about 4,300 rooms are scheduled to be delivered in the capital, Riyadh, and 2,500 rooms in Jeddah. 

During January and February of 2022, the occupancy rate jumped (compared to 51% in the hotel period in Riyadh to more than the same 71% in 2021) and the average daily room 

rates rose to $180, an increase of 19% compared to last year, thus Not surprisingly, RevPAR in the capital is up by two-thirds, to $128, compared to the same period in 2021.

The statement of the general budget of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for the fiscal year 2022 showed the allocation of 2.4 billion Saudi riyals to deliver more than 15,000 hotel rooms 

through the Tourism Development Fund across nine tourist destinations in the Kingdom in the fiscal year 2021, and it was noted that general and detailed plans would be prepared 

for 15 tourist sites in the 2022 fiscal year.
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demand and supply

The following indicators were prepared in the light of the published reports and studies of a number of specialized companies, in addition to the relevant authorities, after 
analyzing the available data.
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demand and supply
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demand and supply
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demand and supply
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Evaluation summary of the fund's real estate

Final evaluation of REIT Saudi Fund

Property nameProperty typelocationFinal valueم

1BoulevardComercial officies buildingRiyadh - Hetten346,057,627

2Labor CourtAdministrativebuildingRiyadh-alsahafa eighborhood73,076,923

3Almarefa universityeducationalAldareya _alassema neighborhood 219,733,333

4Marvilla compoundresidentialRiyadh- king Faisal neighborhood 602,409,639

5Alyom towerAdministrative Dammam-elhussam neigborhood201,836,863

6Alsulay warehouseswarehousesRiyadh-almashael neighborhood258,064,516

7Alfanar compoundResidential and commercialAlkhubar - alrawaby93,750,000

8Aber alyassamen hotelResidential and commercialRIYADH-alyassamen40,864,350
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Riyadh Boulevard Building Evaluation Report

Date of the report : 20/02/2023

Number of the report : 42918
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scope of work
Standard 101 describes the scope of work for the prerequisites for the evaluation assignment as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

Basic information
The party to whom the report is directed is authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

Purpose of the reportFinancial statements inclusion

The property
Type of the reportbuilding

Property ownershipAbsolute 

evaluation

Appraisal method adopted in the final valueincome

Appraisal methods useddirect capitalization–market rent

Value basisMarket value

preview10/12/2022

appraiser
This report was prepared by Menassat Real Estate Valuation Company, which is registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority for 

Accredited appraisers No. 1210000163. Date of issue: 3/30/1437 AH End date of 04/03/1447 AH

assumptions

Based on the directives issued by the International Valuation Standards Board published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers.
On evaluation in light of the Corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market turmoil, 
which advised residents to refer to the version of the International Evaluation Standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting an evaluation 
process. That, commitment and disclosure of any assumptions or assumptions, as well as significant ambiguities and restrictive circumstances 

that affect the value directly.
It is not the role of the evaluator to verify the information received from the customer, and it is assumed that it is correct

Evaluation 
methodology

The property was evaluated using direct capitalization and market rent methods

quarantees

We have carried out our business based on the client's purposes, and in light of the data received from the client for the asset subject of the 
evaluation.

We have not performed any independent verification or audit procedures with respect to the accuracy or reliability of the information we 
have obtained and do not make any representation or meaning about this information.

Therefore, we make no warranty of any kind (either express or implied) on the accuracy and completeness of the data received from the 
customer and used in the evaluation..
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Scope of work
Standard 101 describes the scope of work for the essential terms of the evaluation assignment as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

Research range 
A field survey of the area of the property under evaluation and similar properties in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, verifying their validity 

and analyzing them.

source of information
The information on the market in the same neighborhood was relied upon and the analysis of the real estate data available from the market and the database 

of the Ministry of Justice, which shows the properties sold in the nearby areas of the site in order to be used in the evaluation process.

The report

The report number42918

The evaluation criteria used
We, Menassat Real Estate Appraisal Company, acknowledge that the evaluation has been prepared for the masters: Jadwa

Investment Company in accordance with the International Valuation Professional Standards approved by the Saudi Authority 
for Accredited appraisers.

Type of the report
An integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive explanation of all evaluation work to reach the value in 

question.

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Restrictions on use, 
distribution and 

publication

This report is intended for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose.
Accordingly, real estate appraisal menassat or the evaluator shall not be liable for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the evaluation report in a
manner It violates the provisions of this clause and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the aforementioned without the written consent

of the real estate appraisal company MENASSAT.

Currency of reportSR

notesThe estimated value of the property is subject to a fluctuation of ± 10%.

General conditions

Valuation, by its nature, is not an abstract science, and the results that are reached are not necessarily non-negotiable, and as they depend on practice and
personal judgment, we believe that the fair market value that we present in our report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available to
us, and others can give a different value to the property and the price Actual performance of a transaction in an open market may be higher or lower than our
estimate of fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competitive bids), the nature of the business (eg the buyer

has his own aspirations in the alliance), bargaining power and the motivations behind the transaction. Sellers, buyers...etc.
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Summary of the final evaluation of the property

Final evaluation after rounding

SR346,057,627

SRthree hundred forty-six million fifty-seven thousand six hundred twenty-seven
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Property description and ownership 

Property descrption

Client name Jadwa for Investment

Owner name Nemr corporation for real estateID NUMBER1010748800

Deed number893523002908DATE22/3/1443

cityRiyadhNEAREST COMMERCIAL 
ST

Prince Turki bin Abdul Aziz I Street

neighborhoodHettenProperty typebuilding

Property vacancy 
status

populatedNumber of floors2Mezzanine, ground, first and overhead annexes

Property RangeWithin RangeType of usageCommercial office and hotel

Site Location24.750452063861893,46.61343503262673Age of the property 8years

Scheme number2929/ALand number28/1/1and29/1and28/1/2

Built neighbor ?yesGround levelflat

Building 
condition

excellentArchitect designexcellent

Property 
description

The property consists of two mezzanines, ground, first and upper annexes consisting of commercial, office, hotel and gym units.
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Site location
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Ownership document
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Specifications, borders and lengths of the property

property description , length and borders

Land/Area m218,854.35Main roadsPrince Turki ibn Abdelaziz

frontsTwoShape of the land square

Utilities and services of the property

electricityyesphoneyeswateryesSewage yes

Length and Borders

DirectionBorderLength/mSt typeSt width/m

Northst90bypass15

Eastst229main60

Southst98.5main20

Westst190bypass20
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Photos of the property
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Final evaluation

Evaluation Methods and approaches

Evaluation 
approach

Core of the 
approach

Degree of useageclarification

Market valuecomparisonsexcluded
▪ The market approach assumes an abundance of comparisons that have similar characteristics to the asset being valued and

sold within a very short period of time
▪ We excluded this method due to the lack of comparisons close to the property.

Income approachDirect capitalizationmain
▪ The income method focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns, and depending on the period of

returns and the level of risk, we can estimate the financial benefit from the property today, equal to the target value.
▪ We use this method as essential

Cost approachOpportunity costexcluded▪ Our use of this method was helpful
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Final valuation

Methodology of 
the approach

Clarification

Market approach

It is a method of estimating the value of a property or real estate property based on the market comparison between the property being evaluated and similar properties located in the same area that have recently been
sold. The value index of the property being evaluated is extracted by applying appropriate comparison units and making adjustments and settlements on the sale prices of similar properties based on Comparison elements
by studying many factors affecting the property, such as the location of the property, the condition of the property, the level of internal and external finishes, in addition to market conditions, the history of sales and selling
conditions, which usually play a key role in estimating the value of the property.

Cost approach
The method of estimating the cost of buildings is based on the total cost of constructing a new building at today’s prices and not at the time of construction, and then deducting the depreciation cost which depends mainly
on the life of the building as well as the general condition of the building during evaluation, and in such type of projects « Building under evaluation The estimated life span of the building is approximately 40 years.

Income approach

The income method provides an indication of value by converting future cash flows into a single present value. According to this method, the value of the asset is determined by reference to the value of the revenues and
cash flows generated by the asset or the costs it provides. The income method should be applied and given priority or important weight in the following cases:
a. When the ability of the asset to generate income is the primary factor that affects the value from the point of view of market participants.
B. Reasonable expectations are available for the amount and timing of future revenue for the assessed asset, but few, if any, relevant market comparisons are made.
Income Method:
Although there are many ways to apply the income method, the methods used in the framework of the income method depend largely on discounting the amounts of future cash flows to a present value. income.
Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Method: In the discounted cash flow method, the expected cash flows are discounted to the valuation date, which results in a present value
Profits method: The method of profits used in the valuation is known by the method of calculations. This method depends on the concept that the market value of a property is linked to the profits that can be obtained
from an activity or facility established in the property, and the profits collected must be sufficient to compensate the operator for engaging in the activity and provide a surplus that he can pay As rent in exchange for the
right to use the property, and then the basic principle on which this method is based is the profits collected from the facility to estimate the rental value of the property. It is noteworthy that the profits collected from the
facility also depend on the efficiency and effort of the operator. To find the capital value of the property, the rental value will be capitalized at an appropriate rate of return.
Residual value method: The residual value method is based on estimating the current capital value of the property and is used in valuing the properties that are being developed. It is a method for estimating the value of
the land and can be used to estimate the potential profit to be achieved by the developer

Value base

Market value: It is the estimated amount on which the property will be exchanged on the valuation date between a willing buyer and a willing seller in a transaction on a neutral basis after proper marketing, where each of
the parties acts on the basis of knowledge and wisdom without coercion or compulsion.
Market rent: It is the estimated amount upon which the property should be rented on the valuation date, between a willing lessor and a lessee on appropriate lease terms and in a transaction on an impartial basis after
proper marketing where each of the parties acts on the basis of knowledge and prudence without coercion or compulsion.

High and best use
It is the likely use of the asset in a way that is physically possible and based on appropriate justifications and in the manner permitted by the regulations and that achieves financial and economic feasibility in a manner that
achieves the highest value of the asset (real estate) subject to evaluation. Justifies the reason for considering that the use is possible and reasonable, and the tests of the highest and best use are: 1) Legal authorization 2)
The possibility of physical use 3) Financial feasibility 4) Achieving the highest amount of profits
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Value calculation

Direct capitalization method

Property Valuation

29,129,937 Gross Income

0 Vacancy allowance

3,175,615 Maintenance expenses

25,954,322 Net income

7.50% Cap rate

346,057,627 Market value
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attachments

Restricted Terms

▪ The assessment mission and report were prepared by appraisers in compliance with the requirements of the International Valuation Standards (2020) issued by the International Valuation Standards 
Board (IVSC) and the Real Estate Valuation Guide (2018) published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers. Assessments may be subject to the oversight of the Saudi Authority for Accredited 
appraisers.

▪ Except as otherwise provided in the assignment letter, the assessment and report are confidential and may not be used by anyone other than the addressee and for the purpose for which it was 
prepared. It may not be published in whole or in part, referenced in any document, statement or circular, or transmitted in any other way to any other party or the public without our prior written 
consent.

▪ It accepts no liability whatsoever to any other party except on the basis of agreed and written instructions and upon payment of an additional fee. No claim arising out of or in connection with this 
assessment and report may be brought against any member, employee, partner or consultant of Real Estate Valuation menassat. No member, employee, partner or consultant has any personal duty 
to care for the client or any other party, and any claim for compensation must be made for losses against (company name).

▪ If the assessment and the report are referenced or included in any material or publication, the assessment and the report shall be deemed to be referenced or included for information purposes only 
and (company name), its employees and the assessor shall have no liability to the beneficiaries of such material. menassat for real estate appraisal does not bear any responsibility towards any party 
other than the client for preparing the report.

▪ If there is a complaint, we confirm that we have a complaint handling procedure, a copy of which will be provided upon request.
▪ In the event of a claim against Real Estate Valuation menassat, its affiliates, employees, or appraiser in connection with this assessment, report or assignment in any way, the maximum recoverable 

damages shall be the monetary amount achieved by (company name) or its affiliates of assessment and report and shall in no event be entitled to any claim for consequential damages.
▪ We do not conduct property rights searches and do not view title and lease documents. Unless we know and declare otherwise, we assume that: Every property has a marketable title deed, that all 

documents are in place, and that there are no restrictions, limits, easements or expenses affecting the property, or a pending material claim. The assessment and report may be based on rental 
summaries provided by the client or third parties. We assume no responsibility for the correctness or completeness of rental information provided, and should not rely on any interpretation 
provided by us regarding any such documents obtained without verification by attorneys.

▪ The information contained in the assessment and the report or on which the assessment and the report is based was obtained from the customer and other sources included in it that we considered 
reliable. Unless otherwise stated in the assessment and report, we have not verified this information and assumed it is complete, reliable and correct. We accept no responsibility whatsoever for the 
completeness and accuracy of this information. Any user authorized to rate and report is obligated to inform us of any errors that they believe are included in the report.

▪ We assume that the property complies with all relevant legal requirements including, but not limited to, town planning, fire and building regulations, occupancy certificates and other government 
approvals. Any verbal or electronic inquiries from the relevant planning authorities have been carefully taken to assist us in developing an opinion on the value of the property. In order to be sure, 
we recommend attorneys to formally verify this information and its position in relation to any legal issues referred to in the assessment and report.

▪ The conclusions and opinions, including the value opinion, and any forecasts of demand and supply, rental rates, income and expenses on which such conclusions and opinions are based may only 
be made as of the date stated in the assessment and report. It reflects the best opinion of the current market perception, market expectations and performance of the property in the foreseeable 
future under the competent management. The real estate market is constantly fluctuating and the future cannot be predicted, nor can we give any guarantee that it will happen. Changes in market 
factors or in real estate can significantly affect such conclusions and opinions.

▪ Except as otherwise provided in the assignment letter, neither (company name) nor any individual signing this appraisal and report or in connection with the assignment shall give testimony in any 
court or legal process relating to the real estate, appraisal or report.

▪ When the property is examined as part of the scope of work, the appraisal and report is based on a visual inspection of the property and reflects defects or obvious elements which are not expressly 
excluded under special assumption. Unless we have explicitly instructed, we do not conduct site surveys, environmental assessments or surveys, or buildings inspection services or investigate 
historical records to determine current or past contamination of a property. We assume that there are no hidden or unfavorable subterranean conditions, structures or services that affect the value 
of the property, including, for example, structural defects, faulty mechanical equipment, plumbing or electrical components, and the presence of potentially hazardous or toxic materials used in 
construction. or modification or maintenance of improvements or located on or around the property.

▪ Our assessment and assessment reflect our awareness of the potential market perceptions of tenant contracts. Unless specific instructions are given, we do not check the financial position of the 
tenants, and unless we are informed otherwise, we assume that they can meet their rental obligations.

▪ Our assessment and report do not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to borrow or lend property. If the assessment and report are submitted to a lender or investor with our prior 
written consent, that party must consider independent investment considerations and underwriting criteria in its investment decision
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم
1report typecomprehensive

2authorizationmembership number1210000163

3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022
5Value expiry date31/12/2022
6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationno conflict of interest .

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18assumptions

It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not be
Our company does not assume any responsibility for any information received from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not 

accurately acknowledge or
Complete itemat available and does not express its opinion and did not display any type of quarantees for the accuracy or completeness of itemat except as clearly 

indicated in this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property preview
View the new border, property and site location in terms of region, city, neighborhood, scheme number, plot number, release numSukuk numbers, dates and 

sources, as well as lengths and directions

22Third party rights in the property
It has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and does not fall on it any mortgage or lien to others, and if it happens behind that, 

Menassat company is not responsible for that.

23market value appraisal346,057,627

We inform you that we have inspected it and studied the area to reach the market for the property value. Similar sales prices wvalue
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Evaluation report of the administrative building located in Al-Sahafa
neighborhood in Riyadh

Date of the report : 20/02/2023

Number of the report : 42924

Labor court
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Scope of work
Standard 101 describes the scope of work for the essential terms of the evaluation assignment as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

Basic information
The entity to whom the report is addressed and authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

Purpose of the reportFinancial statements Inclusion

property
Type of the property building

ownershipAbsolute 

valuation

Appraisal method used in the final valueincome

Appraisal methods used
direct capitalization

Value basisMarket value

Preview date12/12/2022

appraiser
This report was prepared by Menassat Real Estate Valuation Company, which is registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority for 

Accredited appraisers No. 1210000163. Date of issue: 3/30/1437 AH End date of 04/03/1447 AH

assumptions

Based on the directives issued by the International Valuation Standards Board published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers
About evaluation in light of the Corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market turmoil, 
which advised residents to refer to the version of the International Evaluation Standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting an evaluation 
process. Its use and any restrictions on that obligation and the disclosure of any special assumptions or assumptions as well as important 

ambiguities and restrictive circumstances that affect the value directly.
It is not the role of the evaluator to verify the information received from the customer and is assumed to be correct

Methodology of the 
appraisal

The property was evaluated by methods to calculate substitution for depreciation, direct capitalization and market rent

quarantees

We have carried out our business based on the client's purposes and in light of the data received from the client for the asset being evaluated. 
We have not performed any independent verification or audit procedures regarding the correctness or reliability of the information we have 
obtained and do not make any representation or meaning about this information. Therefore, we make no warranty of any kind (either express 

or implied) on the accuracy and completeness of the data received from the customer and used in the evaluation.
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Scope of work
Standard 101 describes the scope of work for the essential terms of the evaluation assignment as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

Research range
Field survey of the area of the property under evaluation and properties similar to it in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, verifying their validity 

and analyzing them

Information source
The information on the market in the same neighborhood was relied upon and the analysis of real estate data available from the market and the database of 

the Ministry of Justice, which shows the properties sold in the same evaluation or nearby areas of the site in order to be used in the evaluation process

report

Report nmber42924

The evaluation criteria used
We, Menassat Real Estate Appraisal Company, acknowledge that the evaluation has been prepared for the masters: 

Jadwa Investment Company in accordance with the international professional valuation standards approved by the Saudi 
Authority for Accredited appraisers QE

Type of the report
An integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive explanation of all evaluation works to reach the relevant 

value.

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Restrictions on use, 
distribution and 

publication

This report is intended for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose. 
Accordingly, the real estate appraisal company does not bear responsibility for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the evaluation report on In a 

manner that violates the provisions of this clause, and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the aforementioned without the written 
consent of the real estate appraisal menassat

Report currencySR

notesThe estimated value of the property is subject to fluctuation by ± 10%

general conditions

Valuation, by its nature, is not an abstract science, and the results that are reached are not necessarily non-debatable, and as they depend on practice and
personal judgment, we believe that the fair market value that we present in this report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available
to us and that others can give a different value to the property and The actual price that would be achieved for a transaction in an open market may be
higher or lower than our estimate of the fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competitive bids), the

nature of the business (eg the buyer has his own aspirations in the alliance) and bargaining power and the motives involved. Buyers and sellers move...etc.
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Final evaluation summary

Final valuation after rounding

SR73,076,923

SRseventy-three million seventy-six thousand nine hundred twenty-three
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property description and ownership

descriptionproperty

client nameJadwa for Investment

owner nameMajalat altatwerID number1010385322

deed numebr514001002376date1441/05/27

cityriyadhnearest commercial 
building

Alolya street

neighborhoodalsahafaProperty typebuilding

vacancy statuspoulatedNumber of floors8 floors

property rangewithin rangeType of usageCommercial office

site location24.78708408308734,46.63848158494518property age6 years

scheme number2413land number1134and1135and1143and1144

neighbor builtyesground levelflat

building statusexcellentarchitect designexcellent

Property 
description

The property is an office tower (the labor court), a basement, two floors, a commercial and office grounds, and 7 repeated floors

https://goo.gl/maps/YSucWGLNh1GpD7KB6
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site location

Press here to get the location

mailto:24.78708408308734,46.63848158494518
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ownership document
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property description , length and borders

property description , length and borders

land area /m23300main Alolya main street

fronttwo frontsshape and nature of the landsquare

services and utilities

electricityyesphoneyeswateryessanitationyes

Length and Borders

frontborderlength/mstreet typestreet width / m

northland number1145and113660---

eaststreet55bystreet15m

southland number1142and113360---

weststreet55main 40m
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property photo
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valuation methods

Approaches and valuation methods

valuation 
approaches

core of the methoddegree of usageclarification

marekt valuecomparisonsexcluded
▪ marekt value assumes an abundance of comparisons that have similar characteristics to the asset being valued and sold in a

recent period
▪ We excluded this method due to the lack of comparisons close to the property

income approachdirect capitalizationmain 
▪ The income approach focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns and depending on the period of

return and flat risks, we can estimate the financial benefit from the property today as equal to the target value.
▪ We use this method as essential

cost approachopportunity costexcluded▪ Our use of this method was excluded
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final valuation

approach
appraisal

clarification

market value
It is a method of estimating the value of a property or real estate based on the market comparison between the appraisal property and similar properties in the same area that have been recently sold. Many factors 
affecting a property such as site location, property condition, flat, interior and exterior finishes, market conditions, sales history, and selling conditions, which usually play a key role in estimating the value of a property.

cost approach
The method of estimating the cost of buildings depends on the total base cost of constructing a new building at today’s prices and not at the time of construction, and then deducting the depreciation cost which depends 
mainly on the expected life of the building as well as the general condition of the building during appraisal, and in such type of projects “building in progress” The estimated life span of the building is approximately 40 
years.

income approach

The income approach provides an indication of value by converting the future cash flows into a single present value. According to this method, the value of an asset is determined by reference to the value of the revenue 
and cash flows generated by the asset or the costs it provides. The approach should be applied and given priority or important weight in the following cases:
a. When the asset's ability to generate income is the main element that affects value from the point of view of market participants.
B. Reasonable expectations are available for the amount and timing of future revenue for the appraisal asset, but there are only a few, if any, relevant market comparisons.
income approach methods:
Although there are many ways to implement the income approach, the approaches followed in the framework of the income approach depend largely on discounting the sums of future cash flows to a present value. .
Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Method: In the discounted cash flow method, the expected cash flows are discounted to the appraisal date, which results in a present value
Profits method: The method of profits used in the appraisal is known by the method of calculations and this method depends on the concept that the value of the real estate market is related to the profits that can be 
obtained from the activity or establishment established in the property, and the profits obtained must be sufficient to compensate the operator for carrying out the activity and provide a surplus that he can pay as rent in 
exchange for the usufruct right property, and then the main principle on which this method is built is the profits collected from the facility to estimate the rental value for the property. From the facility also depends on the 
efficiency and effort of the operator and to find a capital value for the property the rental value will be capitalized at an appropriate rate of return.
Residual value method: The residual value method is based on the estimation of the current capital value of the property and is used in the valuation of properties being developed.

Base value

Market value: The amount estimated to be exchanged on the basis of a property exchange on the appraisal date between a willing buyer and a willing seller in a base-neutral transaction after proper marketing where 
each party acts on a base of knowledge and wisdom without compulsion.
Market rent: The estimated amount that the property should be leased on the valuation date, between a willing lessor and a lessee on appropriate lease terms and in a base-neutral transaction after proper marketing 
whereby each party acts on base knowledge and prudence without coercion or compulsion.

high and best useا

It is the likely use of the asset in the manner and materially possible and based on appropriate justifications and in the manner permitted by the regulations and achieve financial and economic feasibility in a manner that 
achieves the highest value of the asset (property) subject to appraisal or use that is not permitted by the regulations or is not materially possible and in the manner permitted by the system may require an explanation and 
explanation from the appraiser that justifies the reason Considering that the use is possible and reasonable, and the highest and best usage tests are: 1) Legal license 2) The possibility of material use 3) Financial feasibility 
4) Achieving the highest amount of profits
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method calculation

Direct capitalization approach 

Property valuation

5,700,000 Gross income

0 Vacancy allowance

0 Maintenance expenses

5,700,000 Net income

7.80% Cap rate 

73,076,923 Market value
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attachments

assumptions and restricted conditions

▪ The appraisal mission and report were prepared by assessors in compliance with the requirements of the International Appraisal Standards (2020) issued by the International Appraisal Standards Council (IVSC) and the Appraisal Property Guide (2018) published 
by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers. Assessments may be subject to the oversight of the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers.

▪ Except as may be stated otherwise in the assignment letter, the appraisal and report are confidential and may not be used by anyone other than the addressee and for the purpose for which it was prepared. It may not be published in whole or in part, referenced 
in any document, statement or circular, or transmitted in any other way to any other party or the public without our prior written consent.

▪ Accept no liability whatsoever to any other party except to base agreed upon written instructions and to pay an additional fee. No claim arising out of or related to this appraisal and report may be brought against any member, employee, partner or consultant of 
the Property Evaluation menassat. No member, employee, partner or consultant has any personal duty to take care of the client or any other party, and any claim for losses must be made against (company name).

▪ If Appraisal and Report are referenced or included in any material or publication, then Appraisal and Report are deemed to be referenced or included for information purposes only and (company name), its employees and appraiser have no liability to the 
beneficiaries of such material. The property evaluation menassat does not bear any responsibility towards any party other than the client for preparing the report.

▪ If there is a complaint, we confirm that we have a complaint handling procedure, a copy of which will be provided upon request.
▪ In the event of a claim against the menassat, its affiliates, employees, or appraiser in connection with this appraisal report or task in any way, the maximum limit for recoverable damages shall be the monetary amount made by (company name) or its affiliates 

from the appraisal and report In no event shall any claim be made for consequential damages.
▪ We do not conduct property rights searches and are not familiar with the ownership document and leasing. Unless we know and declare otherwise, we assume that: each property has a marketable title, that all documentation is in place, and that there are no 

restrictions, limits, easements or expenses affecting the property, or a material claim pending. The appraisal and report may be based on rental summaries provided by our client or third parties. We assume no responsibility for the correctness or completeness 
of rental information provided, and should not rely on any interpretation provided by us regarding any such documents obtained without verification by attorneys.

▪ The information contained in the Appraisal and the Report or upon which the Appraisal and the Report is based was obtained from our client and other sources included in it that we considered reliable. Unless otherwise stated in the appraisal and report, we
have not verified this information and assumed it is complete, reliable and correct. We accept no responsibility whatsoever for the completeness and accuracy of this information. Any user authorized to appraisal and the report is obligated to inform us of any 
errors that they believe are included in the report.

▪ We assume that the property complies with all relevant legal requirements including, but not limited to, town planning, fire and building regulations, occupancy certificates and other government approvals. Any verbal or electronic inquiries from the relevant 
planning authorities have been carefully taken to assist us in developing an opinion on the value of the property. In order to be sure, we recommend attorneys to formally verify this information and its position in relation to any legal issues referred to in the 
appraisal and report.

▪ The conclusions and opinions, including the value opinion, and any forecasts of demand and width, rental rates, income and expenses on which such conclusions and opinions are based may only be made as of the date mentioned in the appraisal and report. It 
reflects the best opinion of the current market perception, market expectations and performance of the property for the foreseeable future under the competent management. The property market is constantly fluctuating and the future cannot be predicted, 
nor can we give any guarantee that it will happen. Changes in market factors or properties can greatly affect such conclusions and opinions.

▪ Except as may be stated otherwise in the assignment letter, neither (company name) nor any individual signing this appraisal and report or in connection with the assignment shall give testimony in any court or legal process relating to the property, appraisal, or 
report.

▪ When inspecting a property as part of the scope of work, appraisal and report are based on visual inspection for the property and reflect defects or items that are obvious and not expressly excluded under special assumption. Unless we expressly instruct, we do 
not conduct site surveys, environmental assessments or surveys, building inspection services or investigate historical records to determine current or past pollution for the property. We assume that there are no hidden or unfavorable conditions in the land, 
structures or services that affect the value of the property, including, for example, structural defects, faulty mechanical equipment, plumbing or electrical components, and the presence of potentially hazardous or toxic materials used in construction. or modify 
or maintain improvements or located on or around the property.

▪ Our assessment and assessment reflect our awareness of the potential market perceptions of tenant contracts. Unless specific instructions are given, we do not check the financial position of the tenants, and unless we are informed otherwise, we assume that
they can meet their rental obligations.

▪ Our review and report do not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to borrow or lend property. If the appraisal and report are submitted to a lender or investor with our written consent.
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم

1report typecomprehensive

2authorizationmembership number1210000163

3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022

5Value expiry date31/12/2022

6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationThere is no conflict of interest, whether current or potential, with the participating parties and properties

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18assumptions
It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not bear any responsibility for any information received 

from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not acknowledge the accuracy or completeness of the available items and does not express its opinion 
and did not display any type of guarantees for the accuracy or completeness of the items except for what it clearly indicated. In this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property preview
Displays the new boundaries, properties and location of the site in terms of region, city, neighborhood, plot number, plot number, issuing sukuk number numbers, dates and sources as 

well as lengths and directions.

22Third party rights in the property
It has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and is not subject to any mortgage or lien right of others. If otherwise, the property evaluation company is not 

responsible for that.

23market value appraisal73,076,923

We inform you that we have inspected it and studied the area to reach the market for the property value. Similar sales prices.
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Educational building appraisal report located in Diriyah – Capital district

report date : 20/02/2023

report number : 42919

(Almaarefa university)
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

basic informatiob
The entity to whom the report is addressed and authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

propertyProperty type appraisalbuilding

ownershippropertyabsolute

appraisal

appraisal approach to final valueincome

followed valuation methodsdirect capitalization

basevaluevaluemarket

preview date12/12/2022

appraiserThis report was prepared by Menassat Property Evaluation Company, which is registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority f

assumptions

Based on the directives issued by the Appraisal International Standards Board published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Residents
About appraisal in light of the corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market turmoil, which 
advised residents to refer to the version of the international appraisal standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting an evaluation process. 
Limitations on the obligation and clarification of any particular assumptions or assumptions, as well as significant ambiguities and limiting 

circumstances that directly affect value.
It is not the role of the appraiser to verify the information received from the client and is assumed to be correct

methodologyappraisalThe property was evaluated in two methods substitution for depreciation methods. direct capitalization

quarantees

We carried out our work based on the client's purposes and in light of the data received from the client for the asset subject of the evaluation. We have 
not performed any independent verification or audit procedures with respect to the accuracy or reliability of the information we have obtained and do 
not make any representation or meaning about this information. Therefore we make no warranty of any type (whether express or implied) on the 

accuracy and completeness of the items received from our client and used in the evaluation.
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scope of work

Research range
Field survey of the area of the property under evaluation and properties similar to it in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, verifying their validity 

and analyzing them

Information source
The information on the market in the same neighborhood was relied upon and the analysis of real estate data available from the market and the database of 

the Ministry of Justice, which shows the properties sold in the same evaluation or nearby areas of the site in order to be used in the evaluation process

report

Report nmber42919

The evaluation criteria used
We, Menassat Real Estate Appraisal Company, acknowledge that the evaluation has been prepared for the masters: 

Jadwa Investment Company in accordance with the international professional valuation standards approved by the Saudi 
Authority for Accredited appraisers QE

Type of the report
An integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive explanation of all evaluation works to reach the relevant 

value.

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Restrictions on use, 
distribution and 

publication

This report is intended for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose. 
Accordingly, the real estate appraisal company does not bear responsibility for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the evaluation report on In a 

manner that violates the provisions of this clause, and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the aforementioned without the written 
consent of the real estate appraisal menassat

Report currencySR

notesThe estimated value of the property is subject to fluctuation by ± 10%

general conditions

Valuation, by its nature, is not an abstract science, and the results that are reached are not necessarily non-debatable, and as they depend on practice and
personal judgment, we believe that the fair market value that we present in this report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available
to us and that others can give a different value to the property and The actual price that would be achieved for a transaction in an open market may be
higher or lower than our estimate of the fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competitive bids), the

nature of the business (eg the buyer has his own aspirations in the alliance) and bargaining power and the motives involved. Buyers and sellers move...etc.

Standard 101 describes the scope of work for the essential terms of the evaluation assignment as stated in the Standards version
The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers
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summaryfinal valuationfor the property

final valuationafter rounding

SR219,733,333

SRtwo hundred nineteen million seven hundred thirty-three thousand three hundred thirty-three
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property description and ownership

descriptionproperty

client nameJadwa for Investment

owner nameJadwa almshareaa real estateID number1010495554

deed number911607003410date1441/03/09

cityAl dariyaanearest commercial 
building

King Khaled road

neighborhood capitalType propertybuildingeducational

vacancy statuspopulatednumber of floors--

property rangewithin rangetypeاusageeducational

site location24.7574203,46.5795633property age10years

scheme number4land number32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40

neighbor builtyesground levelflat

building statusexcellentarchitect designexcellent

descriptionproperty
The property is an educational building consisting of a first basement, a second basement, ground ,first floor, 

and an upper annex

https://goo.gl/maps/ZZR7boF5M2mRho4A8
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site location

to get the location please press 

here

mailto:24.7574203,46.5795633
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ownership document
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property description , length and borders

property description , length and borders

land area /m218,117.22main King Khaled road

frontFour frontsshape and nature of the landsquare

services and utilities

electricityyesphoneyeswateryessanitationyes

Length and Borders

frontborderlength/mstreet typestreet width / m

northstreet97.44bystreet20

eaststreet179.7main100

southstreet101.1bystreet20

weststreet180bystreet20
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property photo
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final valuation

valuation methods

approachesوvaluation methods

valuation 
approaches

core of the methoddegree of usageclarification

market valuecomparisonsexcluded
▪ Marekt value assumes an abundance of comparisons that have attributes similar to the original subject appraisal and sold

in a recent period of time
▪ We excluded it due to the lack of comparisons in the same property area

income approachDirect capitalizationmain
▪ The income approach focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns and depending on the duration of

the returns and the flat risks, we can estimate the financial benefit of the property today as equal to the target value.
▪ We use this method as main

cost approachopportunity costexcluded▪ We excluded this method
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method calculation

Appraisal using direct capitalization

Property valuation 

16,480,000 Gross income

0 Vacancy allowance

0 Maintenance expenses

16,480,000 Net income

7.50% Cap rate 

219,733,333 Market value
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم
1report typecomprehensive

2authorizationmembership number1210000163

3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022

5Value expiry date31/12/2022
6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationThere is no conflict of interest, whether current or potential, with the participating parties and properties

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18assumptions
It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not bear any responsibility for any information received 

from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not acknowledge the accuracy or completeness of the available items and does not express its opinion 
and did not display any type of quarantees for the accuracy or completeness of the items except for what it clearly indicated. In this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property preview
View the new border, property and site location in terms of region, city, neighborhood, scheme number, plot number, release numSukuk numbers, dates and sources, as well as lengths 

and directions

22Third party rights in the propertyIt has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and is not subject to any mortgage or lien right to others.

23market value appraisal219,733,333

We inform you that we have reviewed the study of the region to reach the market for the property value, analyze items and issue a value
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Residential Compound Evaluation Report, located in King Faisal District, 
Riyadh

report date : 20/02/2023

report number : 42916

(marvilla compound(
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

basic information
The entity to whom the report is addressed and authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

propertyProperty typeResidential compound 

ownershippropertyabsolute

appraisal

Final value approachincome

valuation methodsfolloweddirect capitalization

basevalueMarket rent , market value

preview date12/12/2022

appraiser
This report was prepared by Menassat Real Estate Valuation Company registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority for Accredited 

appraisers No. 1210000163. Date of issue: 3/30/1437 AH. End date of 04/03/1447 AH.

assumptions

Based on the directives issued by the Appraisal International Standards Board published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Residents
About appraisal in light of the corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market turmoil, which 
advised residents to refer to the version of the international appraisal standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting an evaluation process. 
Limitations on the obligation and clarification of any particular assumptions or assumptions, as well as significant ambiguities and limiting 

circumstances that directly affect value.
It is not the appraiser's role to verify the information received from the customer and is assumed to be correct

methodology
appraisal

The property is evaluated in terms of cost and discounted cash flow;

quarantees

We carried out our work based on the client's purposes and in light of the data received from the client for the asset subject of the evaluation. 
We have not performed any independent verification or audit procedures with respect to the accuracy or reliability of the information we have 
obtained and do not make any representation or meaning about this information. Therefore, we do not provide any warranty of any type 

(whether express or implied) on the accuracy and completeness of the items received from the customer and used in the evaluation.
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

International appraisal issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Residents

research and investigation 
range

Field survey of the appraisal area and properties similar to it in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, verifying their validity and analyzing them

information sourceField survey of the appraisal area and properties similar to it in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, verifying their validity and analyzing them

report

Report number42916

appraisal rules followed
We, Menassat, for property valuation, acknowledge that the appraisal has been prepared for the masters: Jadwa for 

Investment in accordance with the international professional valuation standards approved by the Saudi Authority for 
Accredited Valuers QE

report typeAn integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive clarification of all appraisal works to reach the relevant value

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Usage, distribution and 
publishing restrictions

This report is for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose. 
Accordingly, the evaluation menassat of the property or the appraiser shall not be liable for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the appraisal 

report in a manner contrary to what was stated From the provisions of this clause, and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the 
aforementioned without the written consent of Manasat Company for the evaluation of the property.

currency of the reportSR

notesThe estimated value for the property is subject to ±10% fluctuation.

General conditions

appraisal by its nature is not an abstract science and the results obtained are not necessarily non-debatable and as they depend on practice and personal 
judgment we believe that the fair value market that we present in this report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available to us and 

others can give a different value for the property and the actual price What may be achieved for a transaction in an open market may be higher or lower 
than our estimate of the fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competing offers), the nature of the 

business (eg the buyer has his own aspirations in the alliance), bargaining power and the motivations that move sellers and buyers ... etc.
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summaryfinal valuationfor the property

final valuationafter rounding

SR602,409,639

SRsix hundred two million four hundred nine thousand six hundred thirty-nine
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property description and ownership

descriptionproperty

client nameJadwa for Investment

owner nameMajalat for developmentID number1010385322

deed number398532001190date1442/05/15

cityRiyadhnearest commercial buildingKing Abdullah road

neighborhood King faisalProperty typeResidential compound

vacancy statuspopulatednumber of floors--

property rangewithin rangeType of usageresidentialcommercial

site location24.772759204478476,46.774554997479605property age6years

scheme numberwithoutland number1

neighbor builtyesground levelflat

building statusexcellentarchitect designexcellent

propertyThe property is a residential compound consisting of a recurring basement, commercial showrooms, a mosque and three swimming poolsوصف 

https://goo.gl/maps/FFBBd7ia25aWbKo49
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site location

to get the location please press 

here

mailto:24.772759204478476,46.774554997479605
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ownership document
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property description , length and borders

property description , length and borders

land area /m273,198.17main King Abdullah road

frontOur fronts
shape and nature of 

the land
square

services and utilities

electricityyesphoneyeswateryessanitationyes

Length and Borders

frontborderlength/mstreet typestreet width / m

northKing Abdullah road228.81main 60m

eaststreet320bystreet20m

southstreet227.04bystreet20m

weststreet320bystreet20m
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property photo
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final valuation

valuation methods

approachesوvaluation methods

valuation 
approaches

core of the methoddegree of usageclarification

marekt valuecomparisonsexcluded
▪ The marekt value assumes an abundance of comparisons that have similar attributes to evaluating the original subject and 

sold in a recent period of time
▪ We excluded it due to the lack of comparisons between similar properties in the property. region

income approachdiscounted cash flowmain 
▪ The income approach focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns and based on the duration of the 

returns and the flat risks, we can estimate the financial benefit of the property today as equal to the target value
▪ Our use of this method was main

cost approachopportunity costexcluded▪ Our use of this method was excluded
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method calculation

Division of spaces according to building permits

numberunits and areas permit1permit2duplexpermit3permit4permit5

numberof unitsareasNumber of unitsareasNumber of 

units

areasNumber 

of units

area

s

numberof 

units

areas

basement -9,830-12,000-5,554commercial1586mosque1491
2 mezzanine-----1,842commercial1596

land يresidential408,330809,770214,487commercial1298
firstresidential408,206-9,513284,443
secondresidential408,256809,657284,484
thirdresidential408,296-9,513284,531
forthresidential408,296609,618284,461
fifthresidential----284,484

annexs204,1484,809142,242
55,36264,87936,5271,48

0

491

220220175
Average area per unit after 15% 

discount. shared spaces

214251177

Average retail unit selling price1,176,4431,378,

672

975,798

Total Residential Units615
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method calculation

Income approach 

Direct capitalization 

50,000,000 Gross income

0 Vacancy allowance

0 Maintenance expenses

50,000,000 Net Income

8.30% Cap rate

602,409,639 Market value
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم
1report typecomprehensive

2authorizationmembership number1210000163

3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022

5Value expiry date31/12/2022
6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationNo conflict of interest 

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18Assumptions
It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not bear any responsibility for any information received 

from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not acknowledge the accuracy or completeness of the available items and does not express its opinion 
and did not display any type of quarantees for the accuracy or completeness of the items except for what it clearly indicated. In this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property preview
View the new border, property and site location in terms of region, city, neighborhood, scheme number, plot number, release numSukuk numbers, dates and sources, as well as lengths 

and directions
borders and legnth

22Third party rights in the propertyIt has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and does not have any mortgage or lien right.

23market value appraisal602,409,639

We inform you that we have inspected it and studied the area to reach the market for the property value, analyze items and issue value
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Evaluation report of the office tower located in Al-Husam neighborhood in Dammam

report date : 20/02/2023

report number : 42922

Alyoum tower
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

basic informatiob
The entity to whom the report is addressed and authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

propertyProperty typetower

ownershippropertyabsolute

appraisal

appraisal approach to final valueincome

followed valuation methodsdirect capitalization

basevaluevaluemarket

preview date12/12/2022

appraiserThis report was prepared by Menassat Property Evaluation Company, which is registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority f

Assumptions 

Based on the directives issued by the Appraisal International Standards Board published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited R
About appraisal in light of the corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market turmoil that 
advised residents to refer to the version of the appraisal international standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting an evaluation process. 
The obligation and clarification of any particular assumptions or assumptions as well as significant ambiguities and limiting circumstances that 

directly affect value.
It is not the role of the appraiser to verify the information received from the client and is assumed to be correct

methodology
appraisal

The property is evaluated in two ways , cost , income

guarantees

We carried out our work based on the client's purposes and in light of the data received from the client for the asset subject to verification or 
audit regarding the validity or reliability of the information obtained by us and does not provide any statement or meaning about this 
information. Therefore we make no warranty of any type (whether express or implied) on the accuracy and completeness of the items received 

from our client and used in the evaluation.
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scope of work
The Standard Scope of Work 101 describes the prerequisites for the evaluation task as mentioned in the Standards Edition

International assessments provisions in 2020 from the Saudi Authority for Accredited Valuers

research and investigation 
range

Field survey of the valuation area and similar properties in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, and verifying the following

information source
The market information was relied on in the same neighborhood and the analysis of the property items available from the market and the database of the 

Ministry of Justice, which shows the properties sold in the same appraisal or nearby areas of the site in order to use them in the appraisal process

report

Report number42922

appraisal rules followed
We, Menassat, for property valuation, acknowledge that the appraisal has been prepared for the masters: Jadwa for 

Investment in accordance with the international professional valuation standards approved by the Saudi Authority for 
Accredited Valuers QE

report typeAn integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive clarification of all appraisal works to reach the relevant value

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Usage, distribution and 
publishing restrictions

This report is for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose. 
Accordingly, Menassat real estate or the appraiser shall not be liable for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the appraisal report in a manner 

contrary to what was stated From the provisions of this clause, and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the aforementioned without the 
written consent of the property evaluation

currency of the reportSR

notesThe estimated value for the property is subject to ±10% fluctuation.

general conditions

appraisal by its nature is not an abstract science and the results that are reached are not necessarily non-debatable and as they depend on practice and 
personal judgment we believe that the fair value market that we present in this report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available 

to us and others can give a different value for the property and the actual price What may be achieved for a transaction in an open market may be higher or 
lower than our estimate of the fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competing offers), the nature of the 

business (eg the buyer has his own aspirations in the alliance), bargaining power and the motivations that move sellers and buyers ... etc.
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summaryfinal valuationfor the property

final valuationafter rounding

SR201,836,863

SR
two hundred one million eight hundred thirty-

six thousand eight hundred sixty-three
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property description and ownership

descriptionproperty

client nameJadwa for Investment

owner namemjalat eltatwerID number1010385322

deed number330110015410date1441/03/10

citydammamnearest commercial 
building

roadking Fahad

neighborhood alhussamProperty typeOffice tower

vacancy statuspopulatednumber of floors16floors

property rangewithin rangeType of usageCommercial office

site location26.3788372,50.1705708property age6years

scheme number325 /1land numberkh40

neighbor builtyesground levelflat

building statusexcellentarchitect designexcellent

description
property

The property is a 3 floor basement tower under the land 16 floors and an upper extension: the basement floors 
16 car parks, each floor consists of 4 office halls, 3 kitchens and water courses. Upper Annex Air Conditioning 

Cooling Room

https://goo.gl/maps/cy8h8upRgupbswNu5
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site location

to get the location please press 

here

mailto:26.3788372,50.1705708
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ownership document
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property description , length and borders

property description , length and borders

land area /m24800main roadking Fahad

frontThree frontsshape and nature of the landsquare

services and utilities

electricityyesphoneyeswateryessanitationyes

Length and Borders

frontborderlength/mstreet typestreet width / m

northCar parking 60bystreet30m

eastPenetrating 80bystreet8m

south
penetrating width 8 m, followed by Dammam-Khobar 

Expressway width
60main60m

westservice3980----
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property photo
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final valuation

valuation methods

approachesوvaluation methods

valuation 
approaches

core of the methoddegree of usageclarification

marekt valuecomparisonsexcluded 
▪ marekt value assumes an abundance of comparisons that have attributes similar to the original subject appraisal and sold

in a recent period of time
▪ We use this method for the purpose of market rent for the property

income approachdirect capitalizationmain 
▪ The income approach focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns and depending on the duration of

the returns and the flat risks, we can estimate the financial benefit of the property today as equal to the target value
▪ We use this method as main to convert the empty income for the property into a capital value

cost approachopportunity costexcluded ▪ We use this method for the purpose of calculating the depreciation of the building
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method calculation

direct capitalization

direct capitalization

16,146,949 Gross income

0 Vacancy allowance

0 Maintenance expenses

16,146,949 Net income

8.00% Cap rate 

201,836,863 Market value
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم
1report typecomprehensive

2authorizationmembership number1210000163

3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022

5Value expiry date31/12/2022
6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationNo applicable conflict of interest, whether current or potential, with the participating parties and properties

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18assumptions
It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not bear any responsibility for any information received 

from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not acknowledge the accuracy or completeness of the available items and does not express its opinion 
and did not display any type of quarantees for the accuracy or completeness of the items except for what it clearly indicated. In this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property preview
See the typeborder for the property and site location in terms of region, city, neighborhood, scheme number, lot number, release number and date. Sukuk numbers, dates and sources, 

as well as lengths and directions in addition to lengths and directions

22Third party rights in the propertyIt has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and does not have any mortgage or lien right.

23market value appraisal201,836,863

We inform you that we have inspected it and studied the area to reach the market for the property value, analyze items and issue value
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Warehouse evaluation report located in Almashael district in Riyadh

report date : 20/02/2023

report number 42626 :

Elsulay warehouses
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

basic information
The entity to whom the report is addressed and authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

propertyProperty typeappraisalwarehouse

ownershippropertyabsolute

appraisal

appraisal approach to final valueincome

followed valuation methodsdirect capitalization

basevalueMarket value

preview date12/12/2022

appraiser
This report was prepared by Menassat Property Evaluation Company, which is registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority f Date of 

issue 30/3/1437 AH Expiry date 04/03/1447 AH

assumptions

Based on the directives issued by the International Evaluation Standards Board issued by the Saudi Accreditation Authority
About the assessment in light of the Corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market 
turmoil, which advised residents to refer to the issuance of the International Valuation Standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting the 
assessment process. Commitment and clarification of any assumptions or assumptions as well as material ambiguities and specific 

circumstances that directly affect the value.
It is not the role of the appraiser to verify the information received from the customer and is assumed to be correct

methodology
appraisal

The property has been evaluated by a substitution for depreciation. direct capitalization

guarantees

We carried out our work based on the client's purposes and in light of the data received from the client for the asset subject to verification or 
audit regarding the validity or reliability of the information obtained by us and does not provide any statement or meaning about this 
information. Therefore we make no warranty of any type (whether express or implied) on the accuracy and completeness of the items received 

from our client and used in the evaluation.
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

International appraisal issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Residents

research and investigation 
range

Field survey of the appraisal area and similar to it in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, verify it

information source
The market information was relied on in the same neighborhood and the analysis of the property items available from the market and the database of the 
Ministry of Justice, which shows the properties sold in the same appraisal or nearby areas of the site in order to use them in the appraisal process

report

Report number42626

appraisal rules followed
We, Menassat, for property valuation, acknowledge that the appraisal has been prepared for the masters: Jadwa for 
Investment in accordance with the international professional valuation standards approved by the Saudi Authority for 
Accredited Valuers QE

report typeAn integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive clarification of all appraisal works to reach the relevant value

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Usage, distribution and 
publishing restrictions

This report is for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose. 
Accordingly, Menassat the appraiser shall not be liable for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the appraisal report in a manner contrary to what 
was stated of the provisions of this clause and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the aforementioned without the written consent of 
Menassatfor the evaluation of the property

currency of the reportSR

notesThe estimated value for the property is subject to ±10% fluctuation.

general conditions

appraisal by its nature is not an abstract science and the results obtained are not necessarily non-debatable and as they depend on practice and personal 
judgment we believe that the fair value market that we present in this report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available to us and 
others can give a different value for the property and the actual price What may be achieved for a transaction in an open market may be higher or lower 
than our estimate of the fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competing offers), the nature of the 
business (eg the buyer has his own aspirations in the alliance), bargaining power and the motivations that move sellers and buyers ... etc.
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summaryfinal valuationfor the property

final valuationafter rounding

SR258,064,516

SR
two hundred fifty-eight million sixty-four thousand five 

hundred sixteen
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property description and ownership

descriptionproperty

client nameJadwa for Investment

owner nameMajalaat altatwerID number1010385322

deed number498532001191date1442/05/15

cityRiyadhnearest commercial buildingAlsafa street

neighborhood almashaeltype propertywarehouse

vacancy statuspopulatednumber of floors--

property rangewithin rangetypeاusageindustrial

site location24.616184989239443,46.83880350154423property age13.5year

scheme number1391land numberwithout

neighbor builtnoground levelflat

building statusUnidentified architect designUnidentified 

Description propertyWarehouse property

https://goo.gl/maps/2NGEN6TBhjrJxuD37
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site location

to get the location please press 

here

mailto:24.616184989239443,46.83880350154423
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ownership document
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property description , length and borders

property description , length and borders

land area /m2218,925main Alsafaa street

frontFour frontsshape and nature of the landsquare

services and utilities

electricityyesphoneyeswateryessanitationyes

Length and Borders

frontborderlength/mstreet typestreet width / m

northstreet525main60m

eaststreet417bystreet30m

southstreet525bystreet30m

weststreet417main60m
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property photo
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final valuation

valuation methods

Approaches and valuation methods

valuation 
approaches

core of the methoddegree of usageclarification

market valuecomparisonsexcluded
▪ market value assumes an abundance of comparisons that have similar attributes to the original subject appraisal and sold

in a recent period of time
▪ We excluded it due to lack of comparisons

income approachdirect capitalizationmain 
▪ The income approach focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns and based on the duration of the

returns and the flat risks, we can estimate the financial benefit of the property today as equal to the target value
▪ We use this method as main

cost approachopportunity costexcluded▪ We excluded using this method
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method calculation

Direct Capitalization

Property value

20,000,000 Gross income

0 Vacancy allowance

0 Maintenance expenses

20,000,000 Net income

7.75% Cap rate

258,064,516 Market value
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم
1report typecomprehensive

2authorizatiionmembership number1210000163

3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022

5Value expiry date31/12/2022
6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationThere is no conflict of interest, whether current or potential, with the participating parties and properties

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18
assumptions 

الخاصة  assumptionsو

It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not bear any responsibility for any information received 
from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not acknowledge the accuracy or completeness of the available items and does not express its opinion 

and did not display any type of quarantees for the accuracy or completeness of the items except for what it clearly indicated. In this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property rpreview
View the new border, property and site location in terms of region, city, neighborhood, scheme number, plot number, release numSukuk numbers, dates and sources, as well as lengths 

and directions

22Third party rights in the propertyIt has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and does not have any mortgage or lien

23market value appraisal258,064,516

We inform you that we have reviewed the study of the area to reach the market value of the property, and the items were discovered and analyzed and the value was issued
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Commercial residential compound located in alrawaby

report date : 20/02/2023

report number : 44778

 )alfanar compound(
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

basic information
The entity to whom the report is addressed and authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

propertyProperty typecompoundcommercial

ownershippropertyabsolute

appraisal

appraisal approach used in final valueincome

valuation methodsfolloweddirect capitalization

basevaluevaluemarket

preview date12/12/2022

appraiser
This report was prepared by Menassat Property Evaluation Company, which is registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority for 

Accredited appraisers No. 1210000163. Date of issue: 3/30/1437 AH. End date of 04/03/1447 AH.

ASSUMPTIONS

Based on the directives issued by the Appraisal International Standards Board published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Residents
About appraisal in light of the corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market turmoil, 
which advised residents to refer to the version of the international appraisal standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting an evaluation 
process. Limitations on the obligation and clarification of any particular assumptions or assumptions, as well as significant ambiguities and 

limiting circumstances that directly affect value.
It is not the appraiser's role to verify the information received from the client and it is assumed to be correct

methodology
appraisal

The property was evaluated in two ways( substitution for depreciation methods. direct capitalization)

Quarantinees

We carried out our work based on the client's purposes and in light of the data received from the client for the asset subject of the evaluation. 
We have not performed any independent verification or audit procedures with respect to the accuracy or reliability of the information we have 
obtained and do not make any representation or meaning about this information. Therefore we make no warranty of any type (whether 

express or implied) on the accuracy and completeness of the items received from our client and used in the evaluation.
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

International appraisal issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers 

research and investigation 
range

Field survey of the appraisal area and similar to it in terms of specifications and areas for each of them, verify it

information source
The market information was relied on in the same neighborhood and the analysis of the property items available from the market and the database of the 
Ministry of Justice, which shows the properties sold in the same appraisal or nearby areas of the site in order to use them in the appraisal process

report

Report number44778

appraisal rules followed
We, Menassat, for property valuation, acknowledge that the appraisal has been prepared for the masters: Jadwa for 
Investment in accordance with the international professional valuation standards approved by the Saudi Authority for 
Accredited Valuers QE

report typeAn integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive clarification of all appraisal works to reach the relevant value

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Usage, distribution and 
publishing restrictions

This report is for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose. 
Accordingly, Menassat the appraiser shall not be liable for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the appraisal report in a manner contrary to what 
was stated From the provisions of this clause, and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the aforementioned without the written consent of 
Menassat.

currency of the reportSR

notesThe estimated value for the property is subject to ±10% fluctuation.

general conditions

appraisal by its nature is not an abstract science and the results obtained are not necessarily non-debatable and as they depend on practice and personal 
judgment we believe that the fair value market that we present in this report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available to us and 
others can give a different value for the property and the actual price What may be achieved for a transaction in an open market may be higher or lower 
than our estimate of the fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competing offers), the nature of the 
business (eg the buyer has his own aspirations in the alliance), bargaining power and the motivations that move sellers and buyers ... etc.
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summaryfinal valuationfor the property

final valuationafter rounding

SR93,750,000

SRninety-three million seven hundred fifty thousand
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property description and ownership

descriptionproperty

client nameJadwa for Investment

owner nameMajalaat altatwerID number1010385322

deed number830210002249date1441/04/21

cityalkhubarnearest commercial 
building

roadking faisal

neighborhood alrawabytypepropertyCommercial 
residentialcompound

vacancy statusunidentifiednumber of floors6floors

property rangewithin rangetypeاusagecommercialresidential

site location26.3287627,50.2123951property agenew

scheme number318 /2land numberThe two lands1 /1 +1 /2

neighbor builtyesground levelflat

building statusexcellentarchitect designexcellent

Property
description

The property is a residential complex, a lighthouse, an outdoor shop, and restaurants
The residential complex consists of 6 towers, each tower consists of 6 floors, an upper annex, two elevators, 2 side stairs, a 

swimming pool, common gym exercises, a security guard room, car parking and an entrance hall to the tower,,
The first,, consists of 5 apartments (2 apartments consisting of a hall, a hall, a kitchen, 3 bedrooms, a maid’s room, and 4 

bathrooms, and 3 apartments consisting of a hall, a hall, 2 bedrooms, a kitchen, and 3 toilets).
The second, third, fourth and fifth are the same details, the upper annex, consisting of 2 bedrooms, a kitchen and a bathroom 

rented at a rate of 95%

https://goo.gl/maps/w2CnZuGhBWkFpFzY7
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site location

to get the location please press 

here

mailto:26.3287627,50.2123951
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ownership document
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property description , length and borders

property description , length and borders

land area /m27,511main roadking faisal

frontThree fronts
shape and nature of 

the land
square

services and utilities

electricityyesphoneyeswateryessanitationyes

Borders and lengths

frontborderlength/mstreet typestreet width / m

northstreet103bystreet20m

eastLand1/173-

southLand1/1103---

weststreet73bystreet20m
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property photo
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final valuation

valuation methods

approachesوvaluation methods

valuation 
approaches

core of the methoddegree of usageclarification

market valuecomparisonsexcluded
▪ marekt value assumes an abundance of comparisons that have attributes similar to the original subject appraisal and sold 

in a recent period
▪ We excluded it due to the lack of similar comparisons

income approachDirect capitalizationmain 
▪ The income approach focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns and based on the duration of the 

returns and the flat risks, we can estimate the financial benefit from the property today as equal to the target value
▪ We use this method as main

cost approachopportunity costexcluded▪ We excluded using this method
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method calculation

income approach

Property valuation

7,500,000 Gross income

0 Vacancy allowance

0 Maintenance expenses

7,500,000 Net income

8.00% Cap rate 

93,750,000 Market value
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم
1report typecomprehensive

2authorizationmembership number1210000163
3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022

5Value expiry date31/12/2022
6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationNo applicable conflict of interest, whether current or potential, with the participating parties and properties

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18assumptions
It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not bear any responsibility for any information received 

from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not acknowledge the accuracy or completeness of the available items and does not express its opinion 
and did not display any type of quarantees for the accuracy or completeness of the items except for what it clearly indicated. In this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property preview
View the new border, property and site location in terms of region, city, neighborhood, scheme number, plot number, release numSukuk numbers, dates and sources, as well as lengths 

and directions, plus lengths and directions

22Third party rights in the propertyIt has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and does not have any mortgage or lien

23market value appraisal93,750,000

We inform you that we have inspected it and studied the area to reach the market for the property value, analyze items and issue value
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Evaluation report of a residential commercial building in the alyassamen district 
of Riyadh

report date : 20/02/2023

report number : 42627

(Aber alyassamen Hotel(
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

The international assessment issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited appraisers

basic information
The entity to whom the report is addressed and authorized to use itJadwa for Investment

purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

propertyProperty typeappraisalbuildingcommercialresidential

ownershippropertyabsolute

appraisal

appraisal approach to final valueincome

followed valuation methodsdirect capitalization

basevaluevaluemarket

preview date12/12/2022

appraiser
This report was prepared by Menasat Property Evaluation Company, which is registered in the membership of the Saudi Authority for 

Accredited appraisers No. 1210000163. Date of issue: 3/30/1437 AH. End date of 04/03/1447 AH.

assumptions

Based on the directives issued by the Appraisal International Standards Board published by the Saudi Authority for Accredited
appraisal in light of the corona pandemic, which may be of particular importance during periods of uncertainty and market turmoil, which 
advised residents to refer to the version of the appraisal international standards for the year 2022 AD when conducting an evaluation 
process. The obligation and clarification of any particular assumptions or assumptions as well as significant ambiguities and limiting

circumstances that directly affect value.
It is not the role of the appraiser to verify the information received from the client and is assumed to be correct

methodology
appraisal

substitution for depreciation .direct capitalization

guarantees

We carried out our work based on the client's purposes and in light of the data received from the client for the asset subject to verification 
or audit regarding the validity or reliability of the information obtained by us and does not provide any statement or meaning about this 
information. Therefore we make no warranty of any type (whether express or implied) on the accuracy and completeness of the items 

received from our client and used in the evaluation.
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scope of work
Standard 101 scope of work describes the essential terms of the evaluation task as stated in the Standards version

International appraisal issued in 2020 by the Saudi Authority for Accredited Residents

research and investigation 
range

Field survey of the appraisal area and properties similar to it in terms of specifications and areas for each of them and  verifying it

information source
The market information was relied on in the same neighborhood and the analysis of the property items available from the market and the database of the 
Ministry of Justice, which shows the properties sold in the same appraisal or nearby areas of the site in order to use them in the appraisal process

report

Report number42627

appraisal rules followed
We, Menassat, for property valuation, acknowledge that the appraisal has been prepared for the masters: Jadwa for 
Investment in accordance with the international professional valuation standards approved by the Saudi Authority for 
Accredited Valuers QE

report typeAn integrated evaluation report that contains a comprehensive clarification of all appraisal works to reach the relevant value

Value expiry date31/12/2022

Usage, distribution and 
publishing restrictions

This report is for the purpose for which it was prepared only and may not be used, circulated, quoted or referred to in any way for any other purpose. 
Accordingly, the evaluation platforms of the property or the appraiser shall not be liable for any loss incurred by any party as a result of using the appraisal 
report in a manner contrary to what was stated From the provisions of this clause, and this report may not be submitted to any party other than the 
aforementioned without the written consent of the property evaluation platforms.

currency of the reportSR

notesThe estimated value for the property is subject to ±10% fluctuation.

general conditions

appraisal by its nature is not an abstract science and the results obtained are not necessarily non-debatable and as they depend on practice and personal 
judgment we believe that the fair value market that we present in this report is reasonable and justified based on the information made available to us and 
others can give a different value for the property and the actual price What may be achieved for a transaction in an open market may be higher or lower 
than our estimate of the fair market value depending on the circumstances surrounding the transaction (eg other competing offers), the nature of the 
business (eg the buyer has his own aspirations in the alliance), bargaining power and the motivations that move sellers and buyers ... etc.
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summaryfinal valuationfor the property

final valuationafter rounding

SR40,864,350

SRforty million eight hundred sixty-four thousand three hundred fifty
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property description and ownership

descriptionproperty

client nameJadwa for Investment

owner nameMajalaat altatwerID number1010385322

deed number498532000456date1441/03/13

cityRiyadhnearest commercial buildingroadanas ibn malek

neighborhood alyassamenProperty typecommercial residential 
property

vacancy statuspopulatednumber of floors3.5floor

property rangewithin rangetypeاusagecommercial

site location24.820529254872767,46.64865729151454property age8

scheme number1637 /kland number1154 1157و 1156و 1155و

neighbor builtyesground levelflat

building statusgoodarchitect designgood

description propertyThe property is a residential commercial building consisting of a basement, two commercial floors and an upper extension

https://goo.gl/maps/XBSgBvKCKygkyrXL8
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site location

to get the location please press 

here

mailto:24.820529254872767,46.64865729151454
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ownership document
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property description , length and borders

property description , length and borders

land area /m23640main anas ibn malek road

frontThree frontsshape and nature of the landsquare

services and utilities

electricityyesphoneyeswateryessanitationyes

Borders and lengths

frontborderlength/mstreet typestreet width / m

northstreet52main60m

east
land number1152and

1153
70---

southstreet52bystreet14m

weststreet70bystreet20m
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property photo
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final valuation

valuation methods

approachesوvaluation methods

valuation 
approaches

core of the methoddegree of usageclarification

market valuecomparisonssupportive
▪ marekt value assumes an abundance of comparisons that have attributes similar to the original subject appraisal and sold 

in a recent period of time
▪ We used it to provide comparisons of sales close to the property

income approachdirect capitalizationmain
▪ The income approach focuses on that the asset is capable of generating future returns and depending on the duration of 

the returns and flat risks, we can estimate the financial benefit of the property today as equal to the target value
▪ We use this method as main

cost approachopportunity costexcluded▪ We excluded this way
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method calculation

income approach

Property valuation

3,269,148 Gross income

0 Vacancy allowance

0 Maintenance expenses

3,269,148 Net income

8.00% Cap rate

40,864,350 Market value
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executive summary

itemclarifiationم
1report typecomprehensive

2authorizationmembership number1210000163

3appraiserYoussef Farran membership number :1210001992Khaled shaker Almobid membership number :1210000163

4preview date12/12/2022

5Value expiry date31/12/2022
6appraisal issuance date20/02/2023
7land feesnot applicable

8clientJadwa for Investment

9currencyappraisalSR

10clarificationThere is no conflict of interest, whether current or potential, with the participating parties and properties

11purpose of the appraisalfinancial statements inclusion

12basevaluevaluemarket

13market analysisThe market study was conducted based on sales prices and offers for the neighboring properties and was analyzed

14comparative propertiesThe prices of the land and the prices of offers for the property offices in the vicinity have been studied

15followed standardsAppraisal International Standards 2022--a guide to appraisal practice

16appraisal approachincome

17appraisal methoddirect capitalization

18assumptions 
It was assumed that the attached documents are correct and free from mortgage or any legal obligations. Our company does not bear any responsibility for any information received 

from the client, which is supposed to be safe and reliable, and our company does not acknowledge the accuracy or completeness of the available items and does not express its opinion 
and did not display any type of quarantees for accuracy items or their completeness except as expressly indicated in this report

19site locationThe appraisal shop has been inspected by the owner and the Sukk has been matched to the site

20factors affecting the property valueeconomic factors due to Covid-19 pandemic

21property preview
View the new border, property and site location in terms of region, city, neighborhood, scheme number, plot number, release numSukuk numbers, dates and sources, as well as lengths 

and directions

22Third party rights in the propertyIt has been assumed that the property is free of any real or personal rights and does not have any mortgage or lien right

23market value appraisal40,864,350

We inform you that we have inspected it and studied the area to reach the market for the property value. Similar sales prices w
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المملكــة العربيـــة السعوديـــة 

الالمركز - -حــي الربـــوة - عمــر بن عبـد العزيز

حي البغدادية ال–جدةفرع –ة  بناية شركة منصات ال–حائل  ة 

1210000163: ترخيص مزاولة المهنة الصادر من الهيئة السعودية للمقيمين المعتمدين  رقم 

25575ب.ص-920010094: الموحــد الرقم 11476

GO@GOMENASSAT.COM :االلكتروني البريد

mailto:GO@GOMENASSAT.COM
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